PRESS RELEASE
UNITARY PATENT AND THE UNIFIED PATENT COURT:
REGIMBEAU HAS RELEASED THE 1ST PUBLICATION DEDICATED TO THIS
FLAGSHIP EUROPEAN PROJECT

Paris, 9 January 2017 - REGIMBEAU, European and French IP Attorneys, announce the
publication of a work dedicated to one of the major European projects: the Unitary Patent
and the Unified Patent Court (UPC). Following the announcement by the British
Government ratifying the UPC Agreement, the Unitary Patent and the UPC should enter
into force shortly.
In this context a number of REGIMBEAU’s European and French Patent Attorney have
examined the various legal rules which will govern the future Unitary Patents and the
Unified Patent Court, whose Central Division headquarters will be based in Paris.

"We had to scrutinize all the regulatory and legislative texts with the aim of producing an
organized analysis of the different issues we will all be facing tomorrow" explains Francis
AHNER, Partner at REGIMBEAU.
The book, entitled: “Unitary Patent and the Unified Patent Court: Europe adopts new
tools to promote innovation” provides an insight for European economic players on the
strategic elements which constitute the Unitary Patent and the UPC:










Procedure and representation before the Unified Patent Court (UPC)
Validity conditions and grounds for invalidity before the UPC
Protection provided by the Patent and acts of infringement
Languages of the Unitary Patent and the Unified Patent Court (UPC)
Evidence for infringement
Supplementary Protection Certificates
Mediation and Arbitration
Impact on license agreements

"The Unitary Patent presents a double advantage. Meaning businesses will be able to
protect their inventions in the major European Union states through a centralized
procedure all whilst achieving substantial savings." explains Stéphanie CELAIRE, Partner
at REGIMBEAU.
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This book follows the release of the SIM’UP, scenario simulation tool and decision making
aid, accessible to all and free of charge, developed by REGIMBEAU. It enables businesses to
carry out their own budgetary simulations and compare the post grant costs of their
European Patents, with or without unitary effect.
This tool is accessible at www.unitary-patent-costs.eu
Or by scanning the QR Code



About REGIMBEAU
For over 85 years, REGIMBEAU, European and French Patent and Trademark Attorneys, have
been supporting both public and private companies and project developers to protect,
enhance and defend their innovations (patents, trademarks, designs)
REGIMBEAU in figures:
 15 partners head a team off 200 employees
 Ranked in the top tier of European and French IP Maw firms
 Headquarters in Paris, 6 offices in Montpellier, Lyon, Rennes, Grenoble, Caen,
Toulouse
 1 branch in Munich
 Certification ISO 9001 : 2008
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